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$100
hamburgers?
Again?
Hartford Airport (HXF)
John Livingston, President
262-670-5254,
Jlivgstn@sbcglobal.net

The Wisconsin Soaring Society
maintains a hangar at Hartford Airport (HXF) - a wonderfully maintained grass and asphalt surfaced airport operated by the city of Hartford.
The airport is located at Hartford’s
North West corner and is bound by
County Road U on one side and Arthur Road on the other. The entrance
is off County Road U. Airports are
small, close knit communities. Ask
anybody for additional directions.
They will be happy to help.

WWW.WISOAR.ORG

Phone: 262-670-5254

How the Wisconsin Soaring Society can help you eat better-and soar like a bird…
Lots of pilots still saddle-up the ol’ bug
smasher for another round of $100
hamburgers. But, after awhile, what
comes between takeoff and landing
(and maybe even between the buns) can
start getting old. When pilots lose their
taste for airport hamburgers, they don’t
fly as often – or maybe stop flying altogether. And things like rising gas
prices, an engine nearing its TBO or the
need to schedule another aviation physical make those big-bucks burgers that
much tougher to justify.
But soaring can put the spice and variety back in your aviation diet at surprisingly low cost. Soaring pilots know the
joy of skillfully working natural atmospheric forces to stay aloft, and savor the
fresh challenges and endless rewards of
every new flight. And they do it at a
fraction of power flying prices, with no
medical certificate required.
No need to invent a reason to go for
burgers, just lots of real stick-andrudder flying and the quiet thrill of
climbing high and going far by using
your wits instead of gasoline. Soaring
flight itself is the reward.
Like life, it’s not the destination so much
as the quality of the journey that matters.

…which is about as close to being
angelic as most of us will ever get.
Even among power pilots, soaring
flight is little known in the United
States, but has a long history in
Europe. Taken to the extreme, soaring flight has carried pilots to almost
50,000 feet and from Pennsylvania to
Georgia in a single silent day…and
without using a drop of gas.
Find out how you can learn to fly
like that too.
Please call the number listed elsewhere on this brochure, take a
glider ride to see how much you
like it, or join The Wisconsin Soaring Society. As students, pilots,
and instructors, we look forward to
the delight of making your flying
experience meaningful, rewarding
and part of a life-long journey that
matters.

How we do it To keep cost low, the club owns - in
partnership with participating members - one powerful Pawnee towplane,
one aerobatic two-place sailplane, two
rugged two-place training sailplanes,
and four single place sailplanes.
Some of our pilots bring their own
ships and to save on hangar costs at
the end of the day, tie them down or
store them in the trailer they came in.
All our flight instructors are FAA certificated and offer those services free
of charge so that they like everyone
else in the club, can have the pleasure
of watching the power pilot experience their old world from a new perspective…as safe and secure soaring
pilots.
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